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History: 

In 2014 Wisconsin offered its first crossbow hunting season for deer.  Prior to that, only crossbow 

hunters that were handicapped or assumed to be incapable of archery hunting by virtue of their age of 

65 or older, could hunt an extended deer season, and in those cases they didn’t have a license of their 

own, but hunted on the Wisconsin deer archery license.  

Crossbow proponents argued that it wasn’t fair that crossbow shooters didn’t have an equal opportunity 

to hunt with their weapon of choice.  They also argued that the only general opportunity they had was 

during the gun season in November when the weather wasn’t as enjoyable for them to hunt as it would 

be earlier in the Fall.  

Crossbow promoters also argued that despite several obvious advantages over hand-drawn, hand-held 

archery equipment, crossbows are no more effective than archery equipment for deer hunting.   

Legislators worked with the hunting groups to then establish a crossbow license and hunting season that 

would be regulated separately from other seasons like the firearms or archery seasons. 

Because it was felt that allowing a third buck per hunter would be generally unacceptable, the crossbow 

license allowed either sex harvest, but if the crossbow hunter also chose to buy an archery license, the 

hunter could take no more than one buck between the two licenses, and vice-versa.   

And finally, because there has been no hard data amassed to measure crossbow effectiveness compared 

to archery equipment (until now), with the agreement of the other hunting groups, legislators 

established the crossbow season to run concurrent with the existing archery season – for two years, 

until the data could be collected and evaluated – and then the Dept. of Natural Resources could adjust 

subsequent crossbow seasons to insure an equitable allocation of the resource.    

 

The Data: 

The data from the 2014 and 2015 deer seasons is now available, and not surprisingly, given crossbows 

many advantages over all types of archery equipment, crossbows are clearly shown to be much more 

effective.  Crossbow hunting success on bucks in a long season is not only substantially higher than the 

same measurement of archery hunting, it’s also much higher than for firearm hunters in harvesting 

bucks in the shorter gun season.  Historically, Wisconsin has always maintained a good balance between 

the success percentages on bucks in the longer archery season compared to the success percentage on 

bucks in the shorter firearms season.  Year after year, the chances of shooting a buck during the gun 

season compared to shooting a buck during the archery season have remained almost identical.  Not so 

with crossbows.  



In 2014, the chances of getting a buck with a crossbow were over 40% better than getting one with a 

bow or a gun.  In 2015 crossbow hunters enjoyed over a 31% higher success rate than either gun 

hunters or bowhunters.  The actual DNR numbers and graphs are attached. 

There are some that will claim these numbers are not accurate and the success percentages weren’t 

that different.  However, to claim this they must add all patron license holders to the crossbow ranks to 

increase the theoretical number of crossbow hunters in relation to the crossbow harvest.  Although it’s 

unlikely that a large number of patrons hunted with crossbows, the fact is, nobody, even within the 

DNR, knows how many did or didn’t.  Also, because success percentage is determined by comparing the 

number of hunters of a given weapon type to the harvest with that weapon type, adding all the patrons 

to each weapon type further skews the success percentage comparisons.  Assuming every patron 

hunted with both a crossbow, a bow and a gun approximately doubles the number of crossbow hunter 

numbers, while because there are many more bowhunters and gun hunters, adding all the patrons has 

far less effect on the archery and gun success percentages. 

What we do know is how many hunters bought crossbow licenses, archery licenses and gun licenses, as 

well as those that bought an archery or crossbow “upgraded” license to hunt with the other weapon.  

It’s safe to assume that because hunters paid for these specific licenses, they generally intended to hunt 

with them.  The only way to get an accurate picture of the differential success percentages would be to 

eliminate what we don’t know – the number of patrons that hunted with each weapon – and the 

corresponding harvest by patrons, that we do know.  A reasonable assumption would be that patrons 

harvested in roughly the same percentages with similar success as the rest of all deer hunters.   

By removing the patron numbers from both sides of the success percentage equation, for all weapon 

types, we have the most accurate measure of the effectiveness of each weapon type.      

Another thing the data shows is that the addition of a crossbow season didn’t bring the increase in 

hunter numbers that crossbow proponents had promised.  The numbers shows that most crossbow 

hunters just switched from archery hunting or gun hunting, undoubtedly because of their much better 

chance of bagging a buck, while others just quit.  The bottom line is that after years of modest increases 

in total deer hunter numbers, primarily due to the continued popularity of archery hunting, once the 

crossbow season was established in 2014, total deer hunter numbers dropped sharply.  Please note the 

attached data and graph.  Gun hunters in particular noticed the rush to this new weapon and crossbow’s 

exceptional effectiveness on bucks during the rut – before they are able to hunt.   

What’s next: 

Crossbow proponents lobbied long and hard for a season that would give them a fair and equal chance 

at the resource.  And they insisted that the season should be earlier in the Fall when the weather was 

nicer.   They either knowingly or unknowingly exaggerated the ineffectiveness of their weapon to 

legislators, as well as exaggerating the boost to hunter numbers when we have seen the same drop in 

overall deer hunter numbers in other states when crossbows were added.   Fortunately, legislators 

provided for much of this and gave the authority to the DNR to correct the inequities after these two 

years of data collection.  The ball is now in the DNR’s court.  Fortunately, because the gun and archery 



seasons were left alone and their harvests remain in balance, the adjustment only needs to be made to 

the crossbow season to provide an equitable balance for all weapon types.   At this point, the most 

common recommendation, considering the impact of crossbows on bucks during the rut, would be to 

end the crossbow season before the rut and perhaps resume it for the December late season.  As for the 

handicapped, the DNR has the authority to again allow them the advantage of a longer season, which 

they effectively lost when all crossbow shooters were given the same advantage.  

Hopefully, with adjustments that provide equity for all, disgruntled deer hunters will return to the sport.     
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Deer hunter numbers: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The raw numbers: 



 

Antlered buck harvest success by license type & % of harvest by license type

buck buck buck l icense buck % increase 

l i censes  harvest % success l i censes  harvest % success l i censes harvest % success total w UP's harvest % success needed

2010 to meet

gun 574,261 93,621 16.30% 574,261 93,621 16.30% crossbow

archery 206,252 33,566 16.27% 206,252 33,566 16.27% success

780,513 127,187 780,513 127,187

patron 47,762 14,117 29.56%

al l 828,275 141,304

2011

gun 575,980 94,261 16.37% 575,980 94,261 16.37%

archery 207,871 35,574 17.11% 207,871 35,574 17.11%

783,851 129,835 783,851 129,835

patron 45,873 13,639 29.73%

al l 829,724 143,474

2012

gun 589,824 107,130 18.16% 589,824 107,130 18.16%

archery 217,266 37,223 17.13% 217,266 37,223 17.13%

807,090 144,353 807,090

patron 44,984 14,399 32.01%

al l 852,074 158,752

2013

gun 588,117 91,342 15.53% 588,117 91,342 15.53%

archery 219,842 33,832 15.39% 219,842 33,832 15.39%

807,959 125,174 807,959

patron 46,538 13,130 28.21%

al l 854,497 138,304

2014 Xup BowUp

gun 562,218 77,428 13.77% 562,218 77,428 13.77% 41.22%

archery 161,991 22,056 13.62% 4,661 966 20.73% 166,652 23,022 13.81% 40.78%

Xbow 42,788 8,336 19.48% 18,416 3,567 19.37% 61,204 11,903 19.45%

766,997 107,820 790,074

patron 47,561 11,228 23.61%

al l 814,558 119,048

2015 Xup BowUp

gun 564,228 89,714 15.90% 564,228 89,714 15.90% 38.23%

archery 156,374 25,706 16.44% 4,670 1,157 24.78% 161,044 26,863 16.68% 31.77%

Xbow 59,967 13,182 21.98% 17,719 3,893 21.97% 77,686 17,075 21.98%

780,569 128,602 802,958

patron 48,937 15,306 31.28%

al l 829,506 143,908  


